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Abstract

The existing literature on con�icts extensively argues that countries may �nd a

peaceful settlement, in which they renounce �ghting. In this paper we try to

formalize a model, in which countries focus on a di¤erent and more attractive

solution for their disputes. More speci�cally, we the case in which they merge,

creating a new entity, instead of simply renouncing �ghting. We stress the welfare

implications of this choice, as well as the fact that the merging process is not

necessarely unchangeable, but it can collpase depending on the parameters of

the model. Beyond the literature on con�icts, this paper can also be linked to

the one on countries secession/uni�cation.



1 Introduction

In the last decades, economists have devoted a growing attention to study the causes,

the consequences and the possible solutions to con�icts. Their interest stemmed from

the observations that con�ict is in fact an intense form of competition, in which �...con-

tenders try to hamper, disable, or destroy rivals� (Hirshleifer, 1995a p. 167). The

welfare implications of such harmful form of competition are immediate: if people need

to allocate resources for defending the fruits of their work, less resources are left other

activities, such as production. Moreover, the possibility of a violent appropriation from

a contender decreases the incentives to produce. Both facts become responsible of lower

economic development.

The study of con�icts has been carried out in an anarchic or state-of-nature frame-

work, in which contenders�actions are not constrained by any set of rules. On the

contrary, the rule of strength is in charge and property rights are insecure and cannot

be enforced.

The explanations on why countries embark on a costly war are complex. Rationalist

theory employes several arguments as causes of war. Among them a prominent role is

played by anarchy. This can be easily traced in Waltz�s words: �...war occurs because

there is nothing to prevent it. [...]Among states as among men there is no automatic

adjustment of interests. In the absence of a supreme authority there is then the constant

possibility that con�icts will be settled by force.�(Waltz, 1959, p. 188)

Notably, Fearon (1995) points out that while anarchy favors the emergence of con-

�icts among countries, it cannot explain by itself why the lack of a central authority

prevents states from negotiating a peaceful agreement. Therefore, he proposes several

further reasons as potential rationalist explanations for the war. His observations stem

from the fact that even in an anarchic environment there always exists a bargaining

range within which countries may negotiate an agreement such that they are better o¤

than after a war. Nonetheless, wars still occur very frequent in the world.

Several contributions validate the anarchic environment as a main characteristic of

relations among countries. As Oye (1985) points out, international relations are an

appropriate approximation of the Hobbesian state of nature, in which there is not any

certainty against aggressions from neighbor countries. More speci�cally, Gilpin (1981)

clari�es that international relations are a �recurring struggle for wealth and power
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among independent actors in a state of anarchy�. (p. 7). It follows that any kind of

agreement, which occurs between states must be self-enforcing, since there does not

exist a third party, which can supervise and possibly sanction illegal behaviors.1

In a more general framework, countries�relations can be encoded in a seven-points

scale according to a speci�c security system, which they choose. The extreme points

of the scale are the international state of nature, where the pattern of behavior is char-

acterized by the war of all against all, and the collective security system characterized

by a collective action (Cronin, 1999).

Modelling a con�ict in such an anarchic environment has become a standard pro-

cedure in the economic analysis of war (for instance Skaperdas, 1992; Powell, 1993;

Grossman and Kim, 1995; Hirshleifer, 1995b; Grossman and Mendoza, 2001; Hirsh-

leifer, 2001; Muthoo, 2004). All those works try to provide insights about the reasons

of a con�ict among countries as well as about the determination of the parameter val-

ues, which guarantee that states opt for a peaceful settlement of their disputes without

going to the war. In all cases the agreement reached by countries is self-enforcing.

Moreover, it does not require that states invest in defensive structures in order to deter

any future attack. This fact holds for almost all the previous contributions, the most

notably exception being Grossman (2004) where a peaceful settlement equilibrium is

derived both when countries fortify their borders and also when the latter are left

unforti�ed.

This paper aims at analyzing the behavior of two heterogeneous countries, �ghting

in an anarchic framework. Heterogeneity is meant to refer to di¤erent military and

productive skills owned by each country. Incentive to �ght comes from the possibility

of appropriating some commodity good, which both of them produce separately. This

contributions di¤erentiates itself from the others, since we are not interested simply

in the existence of a bargaining range within which countries may �nd a peaceful

settlement. Instead, we want to investigate upon the possibility that states negotiate

a speci�c agreement, which, if accepted by both of them, leads them to merge and to

create a new political entity.

The results, which we obtain can be summarized as follows. If heterogeneous coun-

tries merge, they will improve their own welfare. This quite intuitive result is based

1Usually international organization lack of the necessary power to sanction breaks of agreements,

even though they may condemn some speci�c behaviors.
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on the fact that in our stylized world countries�decision of merging solves the interna-

tional dilemma, which every state faces in the allocation of resources between internal

and productive ends and external and military purposes. When countries decide to

merge, more resources are available for the production, which brings more direct and

immediate bene�ts than if they move to a war (Powell, 1993).

Moreover, what is interesting and worthwhile to stress is that the welfare improve-

ment, which countries enjoy, is such that they are even better o¤than if they negotiate a

peaceful settlement of the dispute without merging. Finally, the long-run consequences

of merging are analyzed and, as we will stress, according to some speci�c parameters

values countries may not �nd convenient anymore to maintain this kind of agreement

but they may deviate from the merging path and, consequently, decide to split.

This paper can be considered primarily as a contribution to the theory of con�ict

resolution. Nonetheless, it shares also some elements with the literature, which deals

with the problem of country formation. In particular, the capacity of the model of

stressing the conditions, which characterize states�decision of merging, may shed light

on the creation of new countries, following a di¤erent approach with respect to the one

adopted in the main literature on this topic. Moreover, looking at the model from the

opposite point of view, it can be employed to evaluate the processes, which lead to

secession among countries.

The literature on the country formation is large and covers several aspects regard-

ing the reasons, which drive states toward uni�cation/secession. For instance, Riker

(1964) and Gilpin (2001) argue that uni�cation is a useful way to respond to external

threats. On the other hand, following North (1990) and Huntington (1996), the op-

posite process of secession can be the consequence of the lack of common values and

interests, inspiring the life of communities. For instance, the secession process involv-

ing the former Yugoslavia and the USSR can be explained, among other things, with

the lack of those common values and identical cultural endowment. As it will be made

clear when the model is fully developed, some of its parameters can be interpret as

capturing cultural heterogeneity and, consequently, playing a crucial role in the seces-

sion/uni�cation decisions. From the opposite point of view, the Germany uni�cation

deserves the same explanation.

For a general introduction to the literature on country formation, Bolton, Gerard
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and Spolaore (1996) review the main works about this topic,2 stressing the determinants

of the process, which leads to either secession or uni�cation.

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we characterize the main

features of my model. In section 3, we describe and analyze how countries live in

a jungle, where the only accepted rule is that the strongest wins. In section 4 we

investigate upon the possibility that countries merge. In section 5 we draw some

conclusions.

2 Model Framework

We consider two countries, 1 and 2, owning an initial endowment ei; i 2 f1; 2g. The
latter cannot be consumed directly but is used as an input for the production of a

commodity good, yi, according to the following production function:

yi = airi (1)

In equation (1) ri is a production input drawn from the initial endowment and ai > 1

is a parameter, which captures the level of the production technology for country i.

Clearly, if countries live in peace, the initial endowment is allocated entirely for the

production of yi and ri � ei.
Unfortunately, countries live in an anarchic world where they struggle for the control

of the commodity good. This environment underlines two crucial points. The �rst one is

that the production of the commodity good is insecure, being subject to appropriation.

In other words, y1 and y2 constitute a common pool and countries �ght over its control.

The second point, directly linked to the �rst one, stresses the fact that countries need

to allocate their initial endowment between the production of the commodity good

(butter) and military purposes (gun). As Powell (1993) points out, the trade o¤between

those alternative uses represents an international dilemma, which every country faces.

Allocation of resources for the war does not have a direct bene�t, but only an indirect

one, since it determines the probability of success in a future war but does not have

2For more speci�c references see Wei (1991) and, recently, Bolton and Gerard (1997), Alesina

and Spolaore (1997), Casella and Feinstein (2002) and Goyal and Staal (2004). All of them link the

decision of merging/secession to the political process, which characterizes the behavior of citizens in

the countires, involved in such a process.
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an immediate impact on the amount of commodity good enjoyed by each country. On

the contrary, using the initial endowment for producing the commodity good gives an

immediate and direct advantage, although it weakens state�s chance of success in the

war.

The victory in the �ght depends on two factors: the amount of resources allocated

for the war and each state�s own military technology. Those elements are combined

into a standard contest function, which ascribes a positive probability of success to

each country,3 i.e.:

si =
�iwi

�iwi + �jwj
(2)

where wi 2
�
0; ei

2

�
, wj 2

�
0;

ej
2

�
and �i and �j are positive parameters, referring to

countries�military technology.4 From a di¤erent point of view, �i and �j capture states�

�....productivity in transforming �ghting resources into e¤ective units of weaponry�

(Anderton, 2000 p. 824).5

While we do not introduce any parameter capturing the cost of the war, it should

be noted that, implicitely, the allocation of a part of the initial endowment for the war

measures the cost of living in a jungle and, eventually, the cost of the war in terms

of a lower production of y with respect to the amount, which would be realized in a

peaceful world.

While the war indicates the default tool for settling dispute between countries, we

focus on the possibility that a di¤erent solution can be implemented. More speci�cally,

we analyze the case that countries meet before the war and decide to leave the jungle

and to form a new political entity by merging. Merger implies that countries jointly

produce the commodity good and share their knowledge. In turn, this fact entails the

key assumption that after merging countries adopt the best productive technology, as

well as that they share the control over the military technology available in the new

political entity. After the commodity good is produced, it is divided according to a

speci�c rule.

The most important issue connected to such a solution is that the agreement be-

tween states must be self-enforcing, since there does not exist a third party, which

3See Tullock (1980) and Hirshleifer (2001) for instance.
4The employed contest function is a standard ratio form with exponents equal to 1.
5Di¤erently from other contributions, for example Grossman and Kim (1995) and Grossman (2004),

we do not distinguish between defensive and attacking technologies.
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supervises countries�behaviors and, if necessary, detects and sanctions illegal actions.

Within this framework each country�s set of strategy consists of several elements.

More speci�cally, they need to decide:

� the allocation of the initial endowment between butter and gun;

� which sharing rule has to be set in the event of a merger;

� whether or not to break the agreement which has been reached.

Following Grossman (2004), in order to maximize the amount of commodity good,

each country chooses the element of its own strategy set, which is relevant for the

speci�c situation it faces. For instance, when living in the jungle and struggling over

the control of the common pool, countries need to allocate optimally their endowment

between butter and gun. On the contrary, if they are facing the possibility of merging,

they will need to choose the optimal sharing rule, which fairly distributes the joint

production between countries, making both of them accept the agreement.

We introduce some assumptions in order to keep the model as simple as it is possible.

Assumption 1 e1 � e2; ei � 2wi 8i = 1; 2; a1 > a2 and �1 < �2.

Assumption 1 speci�es that country 1 is (weakly) richer than its opponent and owns

the best productive technology, while, on the contrary, country 2 displays superior mil-

itary skills. While this fact does not imply that one country specializes in a particular

activity, nonetheless it stresses that country 1 �nds marginally more convenient to

allocate resources for the production of the commodity good (direct bene�t from the

use of the endowment) rather than for the war (indirect bene�t). Finally the second

inequality, ei � 2wi, guarantees that countries always allocate something for both the
production and the war.

Assumption 2 Countries behave as unitary agents.

Previous assumption implies that the decisions about how to allocate the endow-

ment, as well as the other decisions in the di¤erent situations, are taken unanimously.
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This simplifying assumption is not rare in international relations theory, although sev-

eral approaches take the di¤erent perspective of investigating upon the aggregation

political process, which embodies the formation of preferences.6

Assumption 3 All the relevant parameters of the model are common knowledge.

Di¤erently from other contributions (for instance, Gar�nkel and Skaperdas, 2000)

we assume that countries do not have any private information.

3 Living in the Jungle

3.1 The Equilibrium

When living in a jungle, countries allocate their endowment for the production of the

commodity good and the war. We start our analysis from the behavior of states in

the jungle, since, as recalled earlier, we consider the war as the default option to settle

their dispute.

We model this scenario as a simultaneous move game employing the Nash equilib-

rium as solution concept. Each country chooses the amount of endowment to employ

for the war, taking as given the choice operated by its opponent.

Before deriving the equilibrium for this game, we state in detalis the objective func-

tion for the contestants. Given the characteristics of the anarchic world, the amount of

commodity good, which country i expects to enjoy, depends on the quantity produced

by itself, the amount of good, which it obtains from the �ght, and the output which it

loses. Putting those elements together, the objective function becomes:

yi = airi + siajrj � sjairi

Using the fact that si + sj = 1, the previous equation can be re-written as follows:

yi = si (airi + ajrj) (3)

Within this framework, countries maximize equation (1.3) under the following con-

straint:

ri + wi � ei (4)

6See, for instance, Casella (1992), Alesina and Spolaore (1997, 2003, 2005), Casella and Feldestein

(2002) and Goyal and Kaal (2004) for the opposite point of view.
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Assuming that the latter holds with equality and substituting it in (3) for ri, the

maximization problem yields the following result:

Proposition 1 The unique Nash equilibrium ( ~w1; ~w2) in the jungle is the solution to

the following pair of equations:

~w1 (w2) =
y�2w2

a1 (�1w1 + �2w2)
(5)

~w2 (w1) =
y�1w1

a2 (�1w1 + �2w2)
(6)

where y = [a1 (e1 � w1) + a2 (e2 � w2)] measures the extension of the common pool.7

Equations (5) and (6) characterize the reaction functions of each country in terms

of the optimal choice of its opponent. Di¤erentiating ~wi i with respect to wj yields:

@ ~wi (wj)

@wj
=
�j
�
�iwi (y � ajwj)� aj�jw2j

�
ai (�iwi + �jwj)

2

Given the di¢ culty of deriving an explicit solution for the equilibrium values, we

cannot establish unambiguously how each of them reacts to a change in the opponent�s

choice of the amount of resources employed in the �ght. As a matter of fact, after

rearranging the sign of the above derivative depends on the following inequality:

@ ~wi (wj)

@wj
? 0() siy ? ajwj

Although we have not enough information, we can observe that if the probability

of success for country i is su¢ ciently large (small) the second inequaliy is positive

(negative) and so the �rst one is.

This result can be explained in the following way. If a country is su¢ ciently weak

compared to its opponent and the latter increases the portion of resources devoted to

the �ght, the former prefers to reduce its e¤ort in the �ght in order to enhance the

production of the commodity good. In other words, the war becomes the less attactive

option. Di¤erently, if country i is su¢ ciently strong, any increase in wj leads to the

decision of mobilizing more resource for the �ght, since the latter is the most pro�table

activity and the main source of gain. This point may suggest that if a weak country

7Through the paper we use the symbol ���to mark the equilibrum values, which are derived in

the war game.
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augments the portion of resources employed in the war, its decision may give rise to

an arms race, since also its opponent will do the same. That result can be interpreted

in the light of the confrontation between a strong country and a new rising power

and suggests that the incumbent power is not incline to accept the new status of its

opponent. Consequently, it allocates more resources for the �ght in response to the

same action taken by its opponent.

While it is not possible to solve explicitly equations (5) and (6) for ~w1 and ~w2,

we may apply the implicit function theorem to establish the relation between the

equilibrium values and the parameters of the model.

It becomes useful to rewrite the reaction functions as follows:

~H (�1; �2; a1; a2) = w1 �
y�2w2

a1 (�1w1 + �2w2)
(7)

~K (�1; �2; a1; a2) = w2 �
y�1w1

a1 (�1w1 + �2w2)
(8)

Our �rst objective is to evaluate the e¤ect of a change in the military technologies

on the equilibrium values. By totally di¤erentiating equations (7) and (8) we obtain:

~Hwi@ ~wi +
~Hwj@ ~wj = � ~H�i@�i

~Kwi@ ~wi +
~Kwj@ ~wj = � ~K�i@�i

which in matrix notation become:

~J
"

@ ~wi
@�i
@ ~wj
@�i

#
=

"
� ~H�i
� ~K�i

#
(9)

~J is the Jacobian matrix of the �rst order partial derivatives of the implicit func-

tions ~H and ~K. Before moving to assess the relations between ~w1 and ~w2 and the

military technology parameters, we need to be sure that the determinant of the Jaco-

bian matrix is di¤erent from 0. The following lemma clari�es this point:

Lemma 1 The determinat of the Jacobian matrix,
��� ~J ���, is positive.

Proof. In the Appendix.

Using Lemma 1, we can now derive the following result:
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Proposition 2 If country i develops a more e¤ective military technology, it increases

(reduces) the amount of resources mobilized for the war if it is su¢ ciently strong (weak).

Instead, country j always lowers the resouces employed in the war, i.e.

@ ~wi
@�i

7 0 and
@ ~wj
@�i

< 0

Proof. In the appendix.

The result in Proposition 2 is consistent with the response of one country to a

change in the optimal allocation of resources allocated by its opponent. Also in the

case stressed in Proposition 2, if a country is su¢ ciently strong, a more e¤ective military

technology leads to a larger allocation of resources for the �ght. The reason for this

choice may rely on the fact that it �nds more convenient the war than the production

for gaining larger amounts of output. However the most interesting result emerges

if country i is su¢ ciently weak. In this case, if it develops a more e¤ective military

technology, both countries reduce the resources for the �ght. In other words, an increase

in �i when country i is su¢ ciently weak solves the international dilemma in favor of the

production of the commodity good, which, as recalled in Powell (1993), represents the

direct bene�t from the allocation of each country�s endowment in an anarchic context.

This is due to the fact that any improvement in the �ghting skills of the weak player

balances the strenght of contestants. Consequently, if the military technology of the

weak country is large enough, contestants would prefer to allocate small amounts of

resources for the �ght, since the war is a less appealing activity. In turn, this might

lead to a situation in which they opt for a peaceful-but-armed solution rather than for

the war.

An opposite result emerges if we consider a change in the productive technology.

The result is contained in the following proposition:

Proposition 3 If country i improves its productive technology, it allocates less re-

sources for the war, while its opponent does the opposite. Formally:

@ ~wi
@ai

< 0 and
@ ~wj
@ai

> 0

Proof. In the appendix.

The rationale behind this result can be put as follows. When ai raises, country i

has a larger incentive to allocate more resources for the production of the commodity
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good. The peaceful activity is now more attractive, since it becomes comparatively

more pro�table than war. At the same time, the increase in ai has the e¤ect of enlarging

the common pool. Therefore, as far as its opponent concerns, the enlargement of the

common pool creates an incentive to mobilize more resources for the war, since the

potential gain is now large than before.

If we interpret together the content of proposition 2 and 3, we may state the fol-

lowing result:

Corollary 1 If the weak country improves its military technology, the war becomes

less attractive and a peaceful-but-armed situation may prevail. On the other hand, if

either the strong country develops the most e¤ective military technology or if one of the

contestants improves its productive skills, at least one of them prefers the war to the

production. Hence, the former becomes a more likely outcome in the anarchic world.

Previous corollary is based on the reasonable idea that if a country increases the

portion of resources for the war, then it (comparatively) prefers this activity to the

production of the commodity good. Consequently, it is interesting to note that the

only possibility to lower the risk of a war is that the less military skillful country

improves its abilities.

3.2 Welfare Implication of the War

Any change in the parameters of the model a¤ects also the amount of commodity good,

that each country expects to obtain. This occurs not only directly, through the impact

of parameters on equation (3), but also indirectly via the changes in the equilibrium

values, ~w1 and ~w2.

It is important to stress preliminarly that the war has always a negative impact

on the global welfare of countries. Indeed, it is not di¢ cult to observe that the total

amount of consumption good, ~y, is smaller than the one which would be produced in

peace, since in this case all countries�endowments are used for the production.

In the equilibrium, the value of y, which every country obtain is:

~yi = ~si [ai~ri + aj~rj] (10)
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We �rst analyze how a changes in the military technology a¤ects ~yi. Totally di¤er-

entiating equation (10) with respect to �i yields:

@~yi
@�i

=
@~yi
@ ~wi

@ ~wi
@�i

+
@~yi
@ ~wj

@ ~wj
@�i

+
@~yi
@�i

(11)

It is crucial to note that the �rst term in equation (11) corresponds to the �rst

order condition. However, as Nti (1997) clari�es, envelope theorem cannot be applied

in this case. The explanation relies on the fact that in equilibrium any increase in the

amount of resources for the war decided by one country displays its e¤ects on resources �

allocation of its opponent. This fact should be contrasted with the �rst order condition

@yi=@wi = 0, in which the allocation of the other contestant, wj, is taken as �xed and,

speci�cally, is assumed to be the optimal one.

In order to interpret correctly the sign of equation (11) we substitute the corre-

sponding values for each derivative that appears in it, including @ ~wi=@�i and @ ~wj=@�i.

The �ndings of our analysis characterize the content of the following proposition:

Proposition 4 Country i enjoys an increase in the expected output if @ ~wi
@�i

> 0, while

the expected output for its opponent decreases. The result is ambiguous if @ ~wi
@�i

< 0.

Therefore:

@~yi
@�i

> 0 and
@~yj
@�i

< 0 if
@ ~wi
@�i

> 0

@~yi
@�i

? 0 and
@~yj
@�i

7 0 if
@ ~wi
@�i

< 0

Proof. In the appendix.

The content of the above proposition is consistent with Proposition 2. According to

the latter it is always true that @ ~wj
@�j

< 0. Therefore, if @ ~wi
@�i
> 0 this implies that country

i has (in relative terms) a larger probability of success in the �ght than its opponent.

Consequently, the expected amount of consumption good increases for country i while

it decreases for the other contestant.

Instead, the ambiguous result of the second part of the Proposition depends on

countries�allocation decisions. If the decrease in ~wi generated by a change in �i is

larger (smaller) than the one induced in ~wj, then country i would expect a smaller

(larger) amount of good than its opponent

This result is partially consistent with the one found in Muthoo (2004). In this

contribution it is shown that any positive change in players��ghting skills produces an
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increase in players payo¤s if and only if they are su¢ ciently strong. This applies also

to the result of Proposition 4. Country i�s expected output from the �ght increases,

since it becomes (in relative terms) stronger than its opponent.

In the remaining part of this section, we evaluate how a change in the productive

technology of country i a¤ects the expected ammount of commodity good for both

contestants. Given the lack of an explicit solution for ~wi and ~wj, it becomes di¢ cult

to evaluate this relation.

Totally di¤erentiating equation (10) yields:

@~yi
@ai

=

+

@~yi
@ ~wi

�
@ ~wi
@ai

+

�
@~yi
@ ~wj

+

@ ~wj
@ai

+

+

@~yi
@ai

7 0 (12)

@~yj
@ai

=

�
@~yj
@ ~wi

�
@ ~wi
@ai

+

+

@~yj
@ ~wj

+

@ ~wj
@ai

+

+

@~yj
@ai

> 0 (13)

It is ambiguous if country i can take advantage from an improvement in its produc-

tive technology. This depends on whether the direct e¤ect of an increase in ai on the

expected output is able to o¤set the indirect one. The former is measured by the last

term in equation (12) and refers to the enlargement of the common pool, determined by

the improvement of country i�s productive skills. Instead, the indirect e¤ect depends

on the changes aroused in the equilibrium values ~wi and ~wj and is measured by the �rst

two terms of equation (12). Those changes a¤ect the probabilities of success for both

countries decreasing ~si and augmenting ~sj. Depending on whether the direct e¤ect is

bigger than the indirect one, country i can enjoy a larger expected output even though

its probability of success decreases.

On the contrary, it clearly appears that an increase in ai enlarges the amount of

output for country j. A similar explanation to the one given for country i can be

applied to its opponent. As a matter of fact, it enjoys the positive e¤ect of both the

enlargement of the common pool and the improvement of its probability of success.

Equations (12) and (13) allow us to characterize the following result:

Proposition 5 When country i improves its military technology, its expected output

from the �ght increase or not depending on whether the positive and direct e¤ect of the

enlargement of the common pool provoked by ai o¤sets the negative and indirect e¤ect

of the reduction in its probabiliy of success. Instead its opponent always bene�ts of an

increase in the expected output.
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4 Living Together and in Peace

In this section we focus on the idea that, before �ghting, countries discuss about the

possibility of �nding an agreement, which may lead them to merge.

As pointed out earlier, this choice has several consequences. The most important

one refers to the fact that if states merge, they will share their technologies. However,

if countries do not reach an agreement, the only way to sort out their dispute is �ghting

a war.

That scenario is modelled as a two-stage game, its timing being as follows:

1: At the �rst stage countries set the sharing rule which should be implemented;

2: At the second stage:

2 a: If they are unable to agree on a sharing rule, then the war is the only way

to settle the dispute and countries never come out of the jungle;

2 b: If, on the contrary, they negotiate an agreement at the �rst stage, which

is accepted by both of them, they start to produce jointly the commodity

good, which is divided according to the sharing rule.

Clearly, the two second stages are alternative. Moreover, if countries are unable to

negotiate an agreement and decide to �ght, the equilibrium, which emerges is the one

in the jungle.

We divide this section into two parts. In the �rst one, we carry out a one-shot

analysis, assuming that the decision of jointly produce the commodity good lasts only

for one period. From a realistic point of view this choice can be consistently acknowl-

edged as an attempt made by both countries to assess whether it is really fruitful for

them to merge or not. Moreover, the one-shot analysis allows us to consider and evalu-

ate the role of some speci�c parameters of the model. In this context, neither we have

any military technology transfer nor we observe any learning process in the use of the

most e¤ective productive technology from the less productive country.

In the second part of the section we assess the behavior of the states in the long run,

also deriving the conditions which make the merger a self-enforcing agreement. In this

context, the transfer of technologies takes place and we may evaluate the enrichment

of the model due to this fact.
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4.1 One-Shot Analysis

It is worthwhile to stress that countries accept to merge if and only if this choice makes

them strictly better o¤. The model is solved backward.

Second Stage

If countries cannot reach any agreement at the �rst stage, the second one is charc-

terized by the equilibrium in the anarchic world, since countries solve their dispute

by �ghting a war. Instead if they are able to strike an agreement in the �rst stage,

in the second one they produce the commodity good using only the best productive

technology. Obviously they use all their endowments in the production, since now they

do not need to mobilize resources for the war. Therefore, the amount of commodity

good is given by the following straightforward equation:8

y�� = a1 (e1 + e2) (14)

An important issue concerning the equilibrium output after merging is the existence

of a comparative advantages with respect to the previous situation. More speci�cally,

it is required that the quantity y�� is strictly larger than ~y. On the contrary, there

would be no incentive for countries to merge. The following lemma clari�es this point:

Lemma 2 The amount of jointly produced commodity good is always larger than the

common pool in the jungle. Moreover they are better o¤ than in the case in which they

live peacefully but do not merge.

If countries neither fought nor decided to merge, each of them would enjoy an

amount of commodity good equal to aiei. Using this fact, it is easy to prove the

previous lemma through the following inequality:

[a1(e1 � ~w1) + a2(e2 � ~w2)] < (a1e1 + a2e2) < a1(e1 + e2) (15)

The lhs of (15) measure the extension of the pool in the jungle. The term in the

middle represents the sum of the commodity goods produced by countries, if they

neither �ght nor merge. Finally, the rhs of previous inequality is equal to y��, which is

larger than the last two because a1 is the most e¢ cient production technology.

8I use the symbol ����to denote the equilibrium values in the merge scenario.
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Inequality (15) guarantees the existence of a comparative advantage for countries,

if they merge. Moreover, it also stresses an important issue, namely that merger is

more e¢ cient than not �ghting but not merging.

First Stage

At the �rst stage of the game, countries set the sharing rule, x, to divide the jointly

produced output. At the second one, we derive it by implementing a Nash bargaining

problem. Choosing this solution concept brings some advantages. Among others, it

takes also into consideration what happens if countries cannot negotiate a peaceful

environment.9 Therefore, the expected outcome from the war characterizes the set of

the disagreement points in the Nash problem.

The optimal sharing rule is derived by maximizing the following Nash product:

max
x
[xy�� � ~y1] [(1� x) y�� � ~y2]1� (16)

where  measures the bargaining power of country 1, while (1� ) is the measure of
the bargaining power of its opponent.

Maximization yields the following value for the sharing rule:

x�� =  +
(1� ) ~y1 � ~y2

y��
(17)

Making use of (17), the following result can be established:

Proposition 6 In the merger equilibrium countries consume the following amounts of

commodity good:
y��1 = s1~y +  (y

�� � ~y)
y��2 = y�� � s1~y �  (y�� � ~y)

(18)

Equations (18) have a simple interpretation. In equilibrium country 1 obtains

the amount of commodity good, which it would obtain after the �ght, augmented by

a fraction of the di¤erence between the merger production and ~y. That fraction is

determined by its bargaining power. Consequently, country 2 receives the remaining

part of the joint production.

9Assuming that if countries cannot reach an agreement they �ght forever is reasonable, since if

their representatives fail to strike an agreement when seated at the same table, it is quite unlikely

that they can reach an agreement otherwise.
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As expected, the distribution of bargaining power between countries is a key de-

terminant of the bargaining outcome. As a matter of fact, whenever  goes to 0, the

previous set of equations reduces to:

y��1 = s1~y

y��2 = y�� � s1~y

In this case country 1 obtains precisely the same output, which it would get in the

jungle, while its opponent receives the remaining part. The situation is reverted when

 tends to 1, since in this case we have:

y��1 = y�� � s2~y
y��2 = s2~y

(19)

Therefore, we can state the following corollary:

Corollary 2 The distribution of gains from merging decreases (increases) for country

1 as  tends to 0 (1). The opposite holds for its opponent.

This point is interesting, since the distribution of gains from merging eventually

a¤ects the decision of taking this step. As recalled before, countries agree to merge if

and only if this choice has a positive impact on their welfare. Since, country 1�s gain

from merging decreases as y ! 0, we may infer that the smaller is its bargaining power,

the smaller is its gain from merger and, consequently, the less incline it is regarding

this solution. Eventually, if its bargaining power is 0, it will decide not to merge but

to remain into the anarchic world. The same applies to country 2 when  ! 1.

While  is usually considered as the parameter for the baragaining power of coun-

tries, it can be interpreted in a deeper way. For instance Binmore, Rubinstein and

Wolinsky (1986) show that the asymmetric Nash bargaining solution is the unique

perfect equilibrium of a negotiation process between two parties with asymmetric be-

liefs about the likelihood of a break-down, when the length of each bargaining period

becomes in�nitely small. In other words, the higher is country 1�s estimate of the prob-

ability of breakdown, the lower is . Therefore, the bargaining power of each country

can be interpreted as a direct measure of the probability that they attaches to the

possibility that the bargaining process is successful. This exaplanation is perfectly in

line with the content of corollary 2, since a small value of  implies a small gain from
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merging. In the limit, when  = 0, country 1 gains nothing from the merger and it

prefers the anarchy to any other solution, the probability of success that it is ascribed

to the bargaining process being 0.

Another interesting interpretation of  comes from the institutional and applied

researches view.10 A formalization of that interpretation can be found in Svejnar

(1986) who argues that the bargaining power can be �...in�uenced by institutional,

economic, and other variables...�(p.1061). More speci�cally, he brings into the theory

of bargaining the view that  is able to capture other characteristics of parties involved

in the bargaining process, which do not enter directly into their utility functions as

a subject of bargaining.11 The above interpretation is quite appealing in this context

since it can bring into the model a further heterogeneity, which is not included into the

utility functions in the bargaining problem. While it is beyond the objectives of our

work to establish which variables may a¤ect , we may suggest some ways to interpret

it and to observe how other elements may a¤ect bargaining outcome. For instance,

Assumption 2 of the model states that countries behave as unitary agents. This allows

us to neglect the problem of social choices formation. However one of the determinant

of the bargaining power of a country can be exactly the degree of homogeneity in

the preferences across the population. A larger fractionalization would reduces the

bargaining power of a country and, eventually, this would reduce the possibility of

reaching an agreement. While this aspect does not enter directly into the maximization

problem, although it can a¤ect the bargaining outcome, it can be included in the

exogenously determined parameter .12

4.2 A Long Run Analysis

The decision of merging implies that countries should be able to maintain that choice

through time. In this section we investigate upon the possibility this possibility, deriv-

10See for instance Chamberlain and Kuhn (1965) and Kochan (1980).
11While there have already been some empirical attempts to de�ne the determinants of the bargain-

ing power, for instance Ashenfelter, Johnson an Pencavel (1972), Svejanar�s contribution theoretically

de�nes the role of bargaining power into the bargaining process.
12A further and more fascinating idea would be to link the parameter  with the degree of cultural

homogeneity. According to this interpretation, countries with similar cultural endowment will have a

larger chance of following the merger path. This idea relies on Huntington (1996)�s theory that the

geopolitical appearance of the world is likely to change on the basis of cultural a¢ nity.
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ing the incentive compatibility requirements, which make a long run merger feasible.

It is worthwhile to recall that merger in the long run has some consequences about

the allocation of technologies between countries. On one hand, country 2 partially

gives up the control of its military technology, while, on the other country 1 allows

its opponent to use its most productive tecnology. Moreover, while we assume that

country 2 cannot totally acquire the best productive technology, however it can learn

at least a part of it.

Those facts have a particular relevance when the analysis focuses on the possibility

that countries my deviate from the merger path. As a matter of fact, if countries decide

to split, we have a di¤erent distribution of technologies between them with respect to

the one before merging.

Given a parameter 0 � � � 1, the extension of control over the military technology
of each country is:13

�̂1 = � [�1 + �2] (20)

�̂2 = (1� �) [�1 + �2] (21)

As far as the productive technology concerns, in the event of a secession, countries

enjoy respectively:

â1 = a1 (22)

â2 = a2 + �a1 (23)

While country 1 maintains its own technology, country 2 will bene�t of an increase

in it. In particular the parameter � < 1 speci�es how good country 2 has been in

learning the new technology. Nonetheless, we make the assumption that, if they split,

country 1 still maintains the best productive technology. In other words:

a2 + �a1 < a1 (24)

Equation (24) implies that

� <
a1 � a2
a1

13I use the symbol �^� to denote the parameters and the equilibrium values which refer to this

modi�ed version of the anarchich world.
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In order to satisfy the previous inequality, we assume that � = a1�a2
�a1

, where � > 1

measures country 2�s error in learning the new technology. Substituting this value back

into equation (23) yields:

â2 =
a1 + (�� 1) a2

�
(25)

The production technology enjoyed by country 2 is decreasing in �: the larger is

its error in the learning process, the less e¢ cient is the technology it owns after the

secession.

Using the elements above, we now investigate upon the conditions, which make a

country decide to maintain the merger instead of deviating when it repetitively interact

with its opponent. This new scenario requires a better speci�cation of how countries�

life evolves after merger. At the beginning of each day they jointly produce the com-

modity good. Then, when the day expires, they share it according to the sharing rule,

which they have agreed on. Nonetheless, before the division takes place, one of them

may decide to steal some of the output. If this event happens, we assume that the other

country would move back to anarchy. In other words, countries adopt a trigger strat-

egy: they accept to maintain merger unless one of them decides to steal some of the

commodity good and splits, this giving rise to the anarchy equilibrium, characterized

by the new distribution of military and productive technologies.

Let � be the common rate at which each country discounts its future amount of

output y. Country i does not have an incentive to deviate if the following inequality is

satis�ed:

y�� +
1X
k=1

�kŷi �
1X
k=0

�ky��i (26)

The incentive-compatibility constraint (26) can be interpreted in the following way.

If country i deviates from the merger path, it will steal all the output produced in one

day (y��) but from the next day onwards it will obtain the discounted amount of the

commodity good from the �ght (
P1

k=1 �
kŷi). It is useful to remark that if countries

split the amount of commodity good obtained by countries in the anarchy is not ~yi,

but ŷi, since now they enjoy the new distribution of technologies.

Solving the incentive-compatibility constraint for � yields the pair of critical dis-

count factors, which de�ne the range of the parameters value, which guarantee that

countries do not deviate:
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Proposition 7 Countries would not deviate from the merger path if and only if

��� � max
�
�i; �j

	
8i 6= j = 1; 2

where

�i =
y��j

y�� � ŷi
(27)

Proof. In the appendix.

The content of the previous proposition can be explained as follows. Country i (j)

would not deviate from the merger path if the common discount factor is at least as

larger than �i (�j). It follows that �
�� needs to be at least larger as the highest of the

critical discount factor in order to avoid for both countries any incentive to deviate.

It is interesting to note that by the same reasons, highlighted early, the likelihood

that countries follow the merger path decreases when the value of the parameter  is

either very high or very low. More speci�cally, if  ! 0, �1 = 1 and it is larger than

�2. On the other hand, if  ! 1, then �2 = 1 and it is larger than �1. Hence, an

inequal distribution of the bargaining power enlarges the distance between �1 and �2
and, when  takes its extreme values, the smallest discount factor needed to avoid any

deviation is 1. Therefore, the following corollary can be established:

Corollary 3 The possibility of reamining merged through time may be compromised

by an unequal distribution of the bargaining power.

An unequal distribution of the bargaining power makes the perspective of main-

taining the merger less appealing for one country with respect to the other. This is a

necessary consequence of the small quantity of the commodity good, which it would

obtain, if it accepts to merge with its opponent. Even though the decision of merger

is taken, it is quite unlikely that it can be maintained for a long time.

Unfortunately we cannot establish whether either �1 is larger than �2 or the opposite

holds, due to the lack of the explicit solutions for the equilibrium values in the anarchic

world. Nonetheless, establishing that result would be uselful in order to evaluate if any

change in the main parameters of the model can compromise or support the merger

between countries, as we will make clear in the next pages. However, while we cannot

state unambiguousy which of those critical discount factors is larger, we can show at

least one case in which �1 > �2:
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Corollary 4 If country 2�s probability of success is su¢ ciently large and country 1�s

bargaining power small enough, �1 > �2.

Proof. In the Appendix.

From proposition 7 emerges that the value of the discount factor ���, which is crucial

for mantaining merger through time, depends upon the parameters � and � since they

a¤ects �1 and �2, enlarging or reducing their distance. Therefore, in the remaining part

of this section we focus on the relation between the critical discount factors �1 and �2
and � and �.

4.3 Relation Between � and The Critical Discount Factors

In order to analyze the relation between the distribution of the control over the military

technology and the critical discount factors, we de�ne how a change in � a¤ect the

allocation of resources between butter and gun in the event of a �ght.

Lemma 3 If � increases and country 1 is assigned a larger control over the military

technology in the merger scenario, it allocates less resouces for the war, if merger breaks

down and countries move back to anarchy. The opposite holds for its opponent, i.e.:

@ŵ1
@�

< 0 and
@ŵ2
@�

> 0 (28)

Moreover, its probability of being success in the future war may raise or decline depend-

ing on whether the direct e¤ect of an increase in � is o¤set by the indirect e¤ect caused

by the new allocation of resources.

Proof. In the appendix.

The content of the previous lemma has an easy interpretation. Any increase in �

produces a substitution e¤ect for country 1. Therefore it allocates less for the war,

relying on the larger control over the military technology, and raises the production of

the commodity good. As a �nal result, its probability of success in the �ght might not

be a¤ected, since the decrese in ŵ1 can be compensated by a larger value of �. As far

as country 2 concerns, the reduction over [�1 + �2] may be compensated by an increase

in the amout of resources allocated for the �ght.

It is interesting to contrast the result of Lemma 3 with the one in Proposition 2.

The main di¤erence between those results refers to the fact that in the latter case
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the reaction of country 2 to a change in �1 is opposite to the one in Lemma 3. This

discrepancy depends on the fact that in the modi�ed version of anarchy, the control over

the military technology is now interdependent, therefore any increase in the control for

one country translates in a reduction for the other. Consequently, if � raises, country

2 needs to allocate more resources for the war if it wants to compensate the smaller

control over the military technology.

Whether countries�reactions to a change in � are su¢ cient to keep una¤ected their

own probabilities of success in the �ght cannot be established unambiguously. As a

matter of fact, if we di¤erentiate the contest success function for country 1, we obtain:

@ŝ1
@�

=
ŵ1ŵ2 + � (1� �)

�
ŵ2

@ŵ1
@�
� ŵ1 @ŵ2@�

�
[�ŵ1 + (1� �) ŵ2]2

(29)

The �rst term in the numerator, ŵ1ŵ2, measures the direct e¤ect of a change in the

contest success function, when � varies and it is clearly positive. Instead, the second

term, � (1� �)
�
ŵ2

@ŵ1
@�
� ŵ1 @ŵ2@�

�
, is negative and measures the indirect e¤ect of � on ŝ1

through the changes in ŵ1 and ŵ2. Depending on which term is larger the probability

of success for country 1 is either positive or negative. It should be acknowledged the

opposite behavior of country 2�s probability of success to a change in �. In other words

we have that @ŝ1
@�
= �@ŝ2

@�
.

Making use of equations (28) and (29), we can establish the relation between � and

the critical discount factors.

Proposition 8 When country 1 has a larger control over the military technology, its

incentive-compatible discount factor increases (decreases) if its probability of success in

the �ght declines (raises). The opposite holds for its opponent. Therefore:

@�1
@�

? 0 and
@�2
@�

7 0 () @ŝ1
@�

7 0

Proof. See the Appendix.

The most interesting result of Proposition 8 occurs when @ŝ1
@�

< 0. In this case,

when country 1 controls a larger portion of military technology, its critical discount

factor increases, while �2 decreases. More speci�cally, it is peculiar to understand why

country 1�s critical discount factor raises making more di¢ cult to maintain merger,

even if its probability of success goes down. A possible interpretation for this result

could be based on some miscalculation from country 1: having more control over the
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military technology could generate a wrong idea of strenght, which cannot be supported

in real terms. In other words, enjoying a larger value of � could lead country 1 to

overestimate its own probability of success and this can create an incentive to deviate

from the merger path. However, it should be noted that the increase in �1 does not

necessarily threaten the possibility of maintain merger, since this can happen only if

�1 > �2. If this is not the case, when � varies, the distance between the critical discount

factors shrinks and it becomes easier to stay merged.

Corollary 5 Maintaining merger may become di¢ cult if � increases, depending on

which discount factors between �1 and �2 is larger.

The content of Corollary 5 underlines only one of the possible cases, when staying

merged becomes di¢ cult when the shares of control over the military technology varies.

However, it is useful to highlight that case, since it stresses the fact that the long run

merger is feasible according to whether any change in the parameters of the model may

enlarge or shrink the distance between the critical discount factors.

4.4 Relation Between � and the Critical Discount Factors

As we have done in the previous section, a preliminary step for the analysis of the rela-

tion between � and �1 and �2 consists of investigating how the learning error parameter

a¤ect the distribution of the resources in the case of a con�ict.

Lemma 4 If country 2 shows poorer skills in learning the most e¤ective productive

technology, both countries allocate less resources for the war i.e.:

@ŵ1
@�

< 0 and
@ŵ2
@�

< 0 (30)

Derivatives (38) clarify that both countries would allocate less resources for the

�ght. The explanation behind this result can be put as follows. If country 2 is not able

to learn and to use the new productive technology, it has to allocate more resources

for the production of the commodity good. If this is the case, country 1 may follow

the same choice of its opponent, since it feels more secure.

Clearly, the reduction in ŵ1 and ŵ2 brings some consequences on the probabilities

of success for both countries. More speci�cally, how they change depends on which one
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between ŵ1 and ŵ2 decreases more. Di¤erentiating ŝ1 for � yields:

@ŝ1
@�

=
� (1� �)

�
ŵ2

@ŵ1
@�
� ŵ1 @ŵ2@�

�
[�ŵ1 + (1� �) ŵ2]2

7 0 (31)

The relation between ŝ1 and � depends on the value in the square brackets, which

measures the impact of � on the equilibrium allocation of endowments.

Making use of Lemma 4 and equation (31) we can establish the following result:

Proposition 9 If country 2�s learning error becomes su¢ ciently large and  is suf-

�ciently high, �1 decreases if
@ŝ1
@�

> 0, while �2 either reduces or raises. Instead, if
@ŝ1
@�
> 0 a specular situation occurs. More speci�cally:

@�1
@�

< 0 and
@�2
@�

? 0 if
@ŝ1
@�

< 0

@�1
@�

? 0 and
@�2
@�

< 0 if
@ŝ1
@�

> 0

The result contained in the previous Proposition follows immediately from di¤er-

entiating the critical discount factors with respect to �. Calculation yields:

@�1
@�

= �
@ŝ1
@�
ŷ (y��1 � ŷ1) + [(ŝ1 � ) (y�� � ŷ1)� ŝ1y��2 ]

�
Z � @â2

@�
(e2 � ŵ2)

�
(y�� � ŷ1)2

(32)

@�2
@�

=
@ŝ1
@�
ŷ (y��2 � ŷ2)� [(ŝ1 � ) (y�� � ŷ2)� ŝ1y��1 ]

�
Z � @â2

@�
(e2 � ŵ2)

�
(y�� � ŷ2)2

(33)

where

Z =

�
â1
@ŵ1
@�

+ â2
@ŵ2
@�

�
(34)

The terms in the last square backets in both equations measure the change in the

size of the common pool as � varies. For su¢ ciently large values of the latter parameter,

that value can be negative Also it is easy to show that for su¢ ciently large values of ,

such that  � ŝ1, the value in the �rst square brackets of both equation is is negative
as well. Therefore, whether countries�critical discount factors increase or not, as �

varies, depends on the the relation between the latter and ŝ1.

Equations (32) and (33) are able to characterize several situations. Among all, we

would like to pay attention to two of them, which stress when merger is surely the

preferred outcome for both countries and there is not any incentive to deviate.

First, we consider the case in which @ŝ1
@�
< 0. While �2 unambiguosly declines as

� becomes larger, �1 behaves in the same situations only if country 1�s probability
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of success decreases more than the reduction in the size of the common pool. If this

hypothesis prevails, along with the reduction of the common pool, country 1 su¤ers

from the consistent decrease of its probability of success. Therefore, the expected

output from the �ght declines consistently. As far as country 2 concerns, it does not

have any incentive to deviate since a large value of � means that it is not able to use

the most e¤ective technology and, consequently, in the anarchic world it would not be

able to exploit it. This situation is particular appealing because it reduces both critical

discount factors and makes merger easier to be achieved, no matter which of them is

larger.

A similar result can be obtained when @ŝ1
@�
> 0. In this case for both countries is

determinant the fact that the size of the common pool shrinks as � becomes larger.

Therefore, moving back to the anarchy is not a good choice, expecially for country 2,

since now its opponent is also stronger than before in relative terms.

5 Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we characterize an anarchic world in which two countries struggle over

the control of a valuable good. As we made clear through the paper, our model can

mimic the behavior of countries and the way in which they act in the international

relations, particularly when they are experiencing episodes of violence.

While the war is the default option to settle their dispute, we proposed an alter-

native solution by investigating upon the possibility that they merge and form a new

political entity. To our best knowledge, the merger solution has not been analyzed

in the literature so far. Instead, existing contributions prefer to derive the conditions

under which countries renounce �ghting, living in peace but as two separate political

entities.

We achieve several interesting results. The �rst one refers to countries�welfare

improvement after merging. More speci�cally, the amounts of commodity good, which

they enjoy under this solution, are larger than the one after the �ght. Moreover, they

are also larger than the ones they will obtain if they do not �ght but do not merge.

This fact makes our proposed solution more e¢ cient than the one introduced by the

literature so far.

Further, we derived the conditions which guarantee that merger can be preserved
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in the long-run. The most important feature of this possibility is that the agreement,

which countries strike, does not need any third party since it is self-enforcing.

While in our model we indicate the conditions, which guarantee that merger can

be a long run equilibrium, from a dual perspective, we show that merger, in fact, may

collapse. In particular, this may happen depending on the value taken by some speci�c

parameters. In this case, on one hand, merger cannot be achieved at all, while, on the

other, if countries moved on to the merger solution, quite likely it breaks down and

they go back to the anarchy.

As recalled in the introduction, this work can be considered not only as a contri-

bution to the literature on con�icts and their solution, but it can be also used as a

starting point for interpreting and assessing several merger/secession processes in a

fashion which has been poorly investigated by the speci�c literature on the formation

of countries. Instead, as it has been pointed out, international relations are a valid ap-

proximation of the Hobbesian state of nature (Oye, 1985) and it is logically consistent

to study the merger/secession topic within this framework.

Several extension of the model can be conceived. For instance, one of the most

interesting could be related to the introduction of a third countries, allowing for a

coalition formation between two of them against the third one. Possibly, the coalition

formation is supported by the specialization in a speci�c activity by each country

involved.

This point as well as other extensions of the model will be left for further research.
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Appendix

Proof of Proposition 1

Di¤erentiating equation (3) for both w1 and w2 and setting the �rst order conditions

equal to 0 yields:

@y1
@w1

=
�1

�1w1 + �2w2
[�2w2y � w1a1 (�1w1 + �2w2)] = 0

@y2
@w2

=
�2

�1w1 + �2w2
[�1w1y � w2a2 (�1w1 + �2w2)] = 0

Solving the �rst equation for w1 and the second for w2 yields the result stated in

the proposition.

As far as the uniqueness of the equilibrium concerns, following Friedman (1990,

p.86) the above reactions functions characterize the unique Nash equilibrium, if and

only if the Hessian matrix of their second order partial derivatives is negative quasi-

de�nite for all strategy pro�les. In the remaining part of the proof, we show that this

is the case.

Let H be the Hessian matrix, i.e.:

H =

24 @2yi
@w2i

@2yi
@wj@wj

@2yj
@wj@wj

@2yj
@w2j

35 (A1)

Negative quasi-de�niteness is established if the following inequality holds for all

8i = 1; 2:

@2yi
@w2i

< 0 (A2)

@2yi
@w2i

@2yj
@w2j

� @2yi
@wi@wj

@2yj
@wi@wj

> 0 (A3)

Twice di¤erentiating reactions functions with respect to wi and wj yields the fol-

lowing set of derivatives, after rearranging and simplifying:
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@2yi
@w2i

= � 2�i�jwj

(�iwi + �jwj)
2

�
[ai (�iwi + �jwj) + y�i]

(�iwi + �jwj)

�
(A4)

@2yi
@wi@wj

=
�i�j [(y � ajwj) (�iwi � �jwj) + wiai (�iwi + �jwj)]

(�iwi + �jwj)
3 (A5)

@2yj
@w2j

= � 2�i�jwi

(�iwi + �jwj)
2

�
[aj (�iwi + �jwj) + y�j]

(�iwi + �jwj)

�
(A6)

@2yj
@wi@wj

=
�i�j [(y � aiwi) (�jwj � �iwi) + wjaj (�iwi + �jwj)]

(�iwi + �jwj)
3 (A7)

The �rst derivative is unambiguously negative and this satis�es the �rst requirement

for negative quasi-de�niteness.

As far as the second requirement concerns, we substitute the corresponding values

for the derivatives in equation (A3) and after simpli�cation we obtain:

4wiwj [ai (�iwi + �jwj) + y�i] [aj (�iwi + �jwj) + y�j] >

f[(y � ajwj) (�iwi � �jwj) + wiai (�iwi + �jwj)]
[(y � aiwi) (�jwj � �iwi) + wjaj (�iwi + �jwj)]g

(A8)

We can show that the above inequality always holds by examining it by parts. First

we show that the following inequality holds:

wi [ai (�iwi + �jwj) + y�i] > [(y � ajwj) (�iwi � �jwj) + wiai (�iwi + �jwj)]

After simpli�cation, it reduces to:

y�j > aj (�jwj � �iwi)

Moreover, expanding the term y yields:

ai (ei � wi) �j + aj�jej + aj�iwi > 2aj�jwj

By Assumption 1 it can be noted that aj�jej � 2aj�jwj, which implies that the

above inequality is always satis�ed. In the same fashion, it can be proved that the

remaining term in the lhs of inequality (A8) is lager than the term in the second

square brackets in the rhs.

This satis�es also the second requirement for negative quasi-de�niteness, proving

that the above reaction functions characterize the unique Nash equilibrium in the

anarchic contest.
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Proof of Lemma 1

The analysis of the relation between the equilibrium values when countries �ght and the

main parameters of the model requires that the determinant of the Jacobian matrix,

det ~J , is di¤erent from 0. Therefore, we di¤erentiate ~H and ~K with respect to w1 and

w2, obtaining the following set of derivatives:

~Hw1 =
a1 (�1w1 + �2w2) [�1w1 + 2�2w2] + y�1�2w2

a1 (�1w1 + �2w2)
2 (A9)

~Hw2 = �y�2�1w1 � a2�2w2 (�1w1 + �2w2)
a1 (�1w1 + �2w2)

2 (A10)

~Kw1 = �y�1�2w2 � a1�1w1 (�1w1 + �2w2)
a2 (�1w1 + �2w2)

2 (A11)

~Kw2 =
a2 (�1w1 + �2w2) [�2w2 + 2�1w1] + y�1�2w1

a2 (�1w1 + �2w2)
2 (A12)

The determinant of the Jacobian matix is calculated as follows:

det ~J = ~Hw1 ~Kw2 � ~Hw2 ~Kw1

After substitution and simpli�cation, we obtain:

hfa1 (�1w1 + �2w2) [�1w1 + 2�2w2] + y�1�2wg �
fa2 (�1w1 + �2w2) [�2w2 + 2�1w1] + y�1�2w1gi >

h[y�2�1w1 � a2�2w2 (�1w1 + �2w2)] �
[y�1�2w2 � a1�1w1 (�1w1 + �2w2)]i

We can prove that the previous inequality holds analysing it by parts. First we

contrast the �rst term in the lhs of inequality with the second one in the rhs and show

that the �rst one is larger than the second, i.e.:

fa1 (�1w1 + �2w2) [�1w1 + 2�2w2] + y�1�2w2g >
fy�1�2w2 � a1�1w1 (�1w1 + �2w2)g

(A13)

Rearranging and simplifying inequality (A13) lead to the following result:

2a1 [�1w1 + �2w2] (�1w1 + �2w2) > 0

In the same way, we can establish that the second term in the lhs of inequality is

larger than the �rst term. Therefore:

det ~J = ~Hw1 ~Kw2 � ~Hw2 ~Kw1 > 0
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Proof of Proposition 2

In order to prove the content of proposition 2 we calculate the derivatives of ~H and
~K with respect to �1. Actually, for keeping things as simple as possible, in this proof

as well as in the following ones, we focus on the relations between the equilibrium

values and the parameters referring to country 1. It is not di¢ cult to note that the

same results applies whether we consider a change in the country 2�s productive and

military skills.

Di¤erentiating the implici function with respect to �1 yields:

~H�1 =
y�1w1w2

a1 (�1w1 + �2w2)
2 (A14)

~K�1 = � y�2w1w2

a2 (�1w1 + �2w2)
2 (A15)

Applying Cramer rule to the system (10) in the text yields:

@ ~w1
@�1

=

����� � ~H�1 ~Hw2

� ~K�1
~Kw2

�����
det ~J

Previous equation can be rewritten as follows:

@ ~w1
@�1

=
� ~H�1 ~Kw2 + ~Hw2 ~K�1

det ~J
? 0 (A16)

Clearly the sign of the above derivative depends on the numerator. Substituting

the corresponding values, we obtain:

� ~H�1 ~Kw2 = � y�1w1w2

a1 (�1w1 + �2w2)
2 �

a2 (�1w1 + �2w2) [�2w2 + 2�1w1] + y�1�2w1

a2 (�1w1 + �2w2)
2

~Hw2 ~K�1 =
y�2w1w2

a2 (�1w1 + �2w2)
2

y�2�1w1 � a2�2w2 (�1w1 + �2w2)
a1 (�1w1 + �2w2)

2

The sign of equation (A16) depends on which of the previous terms is larger. Re-

arranging and simplifying yields:

y�2w1w2 fy�2�1w1 � a2�2w2 (�1w1 + �2w2)g ?
y�1w1w2 fa2 (�1w1 + �2w2) [�2w2 + 2�1w1] + y�1�2w1g

The latter inequality can be reduced to:

y�2s1 (�2 � �1) ? a2
�
�1 (�2w2 + 2�1w1) + �

2
2w2
�

(A17)
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We now move to the second part of Proposition 2. We apply the same procedure

to derive the sign of the relation between ~w2 and �1. Making the appropriate changes

we obtain:

@ ~w2
@�1

=

����� ~Hw1 � ~H�1
~Kw1 � ~K�1

�����
~J

or, in a di¤erent form:
@ ~w2
@�1

=
� ~K�1

~Hw1 + ~H�1 ~Kw1

~J
< 0 (A18)

Again the sign is determined by the numerator. Substituting the corresponding

values, we obtain:

f�a1 (�1w1 + �2w2) [�1w1 + 2�2w2]� y�1�2w2g y�2w1w2 <
y�1w1w2 [�y�1�2w2 + a1�1w1 (�1w1 + �2w2)]

Moreover, easy algebraic manipulation shows:

�a1 (�1w1 + �2w2)
�
�1w1 (�1 + �2) + 2�

2
2w2
�
� y�1�2w2 (�2 � �1) < 0

Therefore, as required:
@ ~w2
@�1

< 0 (A19)

Proof of Proposition 3

In order to prove the content of proposition 3, we need the following set of derivatives:

~Ha1 =
a2 (e2 � w2) �2w2
a21 (�1w1 + �2w2)

(A20)

~Ka1 = � (e1 � w1) �1w1
a2 (�1w1 + �2w2)

(A21)

Using the above derivatives, we can establish the relationship between ~w1 and a1

in the following manner:

@ ~w1
@a1

=

����� � ~Ha1 ~Hw2

� ~Ka1
~Kw2

�����
det ~J

Previous equation can be rewritten as follows:

@ ~w1
@a1

=
� ~Ha1 ~Kw2 + ~Hw2 ~Ka1

det ~J
< 0 (A22)
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Again the sign of the derivative is determined by the numerator. Making the

appropriate substitutions yields:

� ~Ha1 ~Kw2 = �a2 (e2 � w2) �2w2
a21 (�1w1 + �2w2)

a2 (�1w1 + �2w2) [�2w2 + 2�1w1] + y�1�2w1

a2 (�1w1 + �2w2)
2

~Hw2 ~Ka1 =

�
�y�2�1w1 � a2�2w2 (�1w1 + �2w2)

a1 (�1w1 + �2w2)
2

� �
� (e1 � w1) �1w1
a2 (�1w1 + �2w2)

�
Contrasting the �rst term with the second term, after simplifying and rearranging,

we obtain:

a2w2 (�1w1 + �2w2) fa1 (e1 � w1) �1w1 � a2 (e2 � w2) [�2w2 + 2�1w1]g <
y�1w1 [a1 (e1 � w1) �1w1 + a2 (e2 � w2) �2w2]

(A23)

We analyse the lhs and the rhs of inequality (A23) by parts. First, it is easy to

note that:
fa1 (e1 � w1) �1w1 � a2 (e2 � w2) [�2w2 + 2�1w1]g <

[a1 (e1 � w1) �1w1 + a2 (e2 � w2) �2w2]
As a matter of fact previous inequality is always satis�ed, since, after rearrangement,

we obtain:

0 < 2a2 (e2 � w2) [�2w2 + �1w1]

Moreover as far as the last two terms concerns, it can be shown that:

a2w2 (�1w1 + �2w2) � y�1w1

Expanding the term y and rearranging we obtain:

a2w2 (�1w1 + �2w2) � [a1 (e1 � w1) + a2 (e2 � w2)] �1w1

It can be noted that for su¢ ciently large values of e1 and e2 the above inequality

is satisifed. This complete the �rst part of the proof. Therefore the numerator of

equation (A22) is negative and so it is the relation between ~w1 and a1. .

As far as the second part concerns, we proceed in the same way. Hence, we have:

@ ~w2
@a1

=
� ~Ka1

~Hw1 + ~Ha1 ~Kw1

det ~J
> 0 (A24)

The sign of the derivative is determined by the numerator. Making the appropriate

substitutions yields:

� ~Ka1
~Hw1 = �

�
� (e1 � w1) �1w1
a2 (�1w1 + �2w2)

�
a1 (�1w1 + �2w2) [�1w1 + 2�2w2] + y�1�2w2

a1 (�1w1 + �2w2)
2

~Ha1 ~Kw1 =
a2 (e2 � w2) �2w2
a21 (�1w1 + �2w2)

�
�y�1�2w2 � a1�1w1 (�1w1 + �2w2)

a2 (�1w1 + �2w2)
2

�
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Simpli�cation yields:

a1 (e1 � w1) �1w1 fa1 (�1w1 + �2w2) [�1w1 + 2�2w2] + y�1�2w2g >
a2 (e2 � w2) �2w2 [�y�1�2w2 + a1�1w1 (�1w1 + �2w2)]

(A25)

Rearranging the previous inequality, we obtain:

y�2w2 [a1 (e1 � w1) �1w1 + a2 (e2 � w2) �2w2] >
a1w1 (�1w1 + �2w2) [a2 (e2 � w2) �2w2 � a1 (e1 � w1) (�1w1 + 2�2w2)]

As in the previous case, we analyse the above inequality by parts. First it is easy

to note that the second terms in the lhs is larger than the second one in the rhs of

inequality (i.e. the terms in the square brackes). As a matter of fact, after simpli�cation

and rarranging we obtain:

2a1 (e1 � w1) (�1w1 + �2w2) > 0

As far as the remaining values concerns, comparision yields to the following result:

[a1 (e1 � 2w1) + a2 (e2 � w2)] �2w2 � a1w1 (�1w1 + �2w2)

As before, previous inequality is satis�ed for su¢ ciently large values of e1 and e2.

It follows that:
@ ~w2
@a1

> 0

Proof of Proposition 4

First let us consider the following set of derivatives for 8i; j = 1; 2 and i 6= j:
@yi
@�i

=
�jwiwjy

(�iwi + �jwj)
2 > 0 (A26)

@yi
@�j

= � �jwiwjy

(�iwi + �jwj)
2 < 0 (A27)

Also we need to evaluate the sign of the following derivatives:

@yi
@wi

=
�i

�iwi + �jwj
[�jwjy � wiai (�iwi + �jwj)] > 0 (A28)

@yi
@wj

= � �iwi
�iwi + �jwj

[�jy + aj (�iwi + �jwj)] < 0 (A29)

In order to evaluate the impact of a change in the level of military technology on

the amount of commodity good, that each country expects to gain from the �ght, we
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totally di¤erentiate the wealth functions with respect to �1 and �2. We show that the

content of proposition is satis�ed with respect to a change in �1, since by the same

arguments it can be shown the results with respect to a change in �2.

Totally di¤erentiating yields:

@~y1
@�1

=
@~y1
@ ~w1

@ ~w1
@�1

+
@~y1
@ ~w2

@ ~w2
@�1

+
@~y1
@�1

(A30)

It is easy to note that if @ ~w1
@�1

> 0, then an increase in �1 leads to an increase in the

amount of expected good from the �ght. On the other hand, if @ ~w1
@�1

< 0, the sign of

the derivative is ambiguous.

We now consider the e¤ect of a change of �1 on y2:

@~y2
@�1

=
@~y2
@ ~w1

@ ~w1
@�1

+
@~y2
@ ~w2

@ ~w2
@�1

+
@~y2
@�1

(A31)

So we have:

@~y1
@�1

> 0 and
@~y2
@�1

< 0 if
@ ~w1
@�1

> 0 (A32)

@~y1
@�1

? 0 and
@~y2
@�1

7 0 if
@ ~w1
@�1

< 0 (A33)

Proof of Proposition 7

The pair of critical discount factors indicated in equation (27) is easily derived by

solving it for �. First, it should be noted that the latter can be rewritten as follows:

y�� +
�

1� � ŷi �
1

1� � y
��
i (A34)

Solving inequality (A34) for � yields the critical discount factors �1 and �2.

Proof of Corollary 4

In order the content of Corollary 4, it is useful to rewrite the critical discount factors

in the followin way:

�1 = 1�  (y
�� � ŷ)

y�� � ŝ1ŷ
(A35)

�2 =
ŝ1ŷ +  (y

�� � ŷ)
y�� � ŝ2ŷ

(A36)
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The above values can be rearranged in the following inequality:

1 >
[ŝ1ŷ +  (y

�� � ŷ)] [y�� � (1� ŝ2) ŷ1] +  (y�� � ŷ) (y�� � ŝ2ŷ1)
(y�� � ŝ1ŷ) (y�� � ŝ2ŷ)

Simpli�cation yields:

1 >
ŝ1ŷ (y

�� � ŝ1ŷ) +  (2y�� � ŷ) (y�� � ŷ)
(y�� � ŝ1ŷ) (y�� � ŝ2ŷ)

The latter inequality can be rewritten in the following way after simpli�cation:

(y�� � ŝ1ŷ) >  (2y�� � ŷ)

Moreover, expanding the term in the rhs and rearranging yields:

y�� (1� 2) > ŷ ( + ŝ1) (A37)

After further rearrangement we eventually obtain:

y��

ŷ
>
 + ŝ1
1� 2 (A38)

Clearly, the lhs of (A38) is larger than 1. The above inequality is satis�ed if:

1 <
 + ŝ1
1� 2 (A39)

The latter is satis�ed if:

ŝ2 > 3 (A40)

It is important to note that the last inequality requires that  � 1
3
.

Proof of Lemma 3

In order to show the content of this lemma, we proceed as before by applying implicit

function theorem. First, we rewrite equations (7) and (8) in the following way:

Ĥ (�;w1; w2) = w1 �
(1� �)w2y

â1 [�w1 + (1� �)w2]
(A41)

K̂ (�;w1; w2) = w2 �
�w1y

â2 [�w1 + (1� �)w2]
(A42)

It should be noted that they di¤er from before because of the use of the new

distribution of technologies. Using (A41) and (A42), we obtain the following sets of
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derivatives:

Ĥw1 =
â1 [�w1 + (1� �)w2] [�w1 + 2 (1� �)w2] + (1� �) ayw2

â1 [�w1 + (1� �)w2]2
(A43)

Ĥw2 = �(1� �) f�yw1 � â2w2 [�w1 + (1� �)w2]g
â1 [�w1 + (1� �)w2]2

(A44)

K̂w1 = �� f(1� �) yw2 � â1w1 [�w1 + (1� �)w2]g
â2 [�w1 + (1� �)w2]2

(A45)

K̂w2 =
â2 [�w1 + (1� �)w2] [(1� �)w2 + 2�w1] + (1� �) ayw1

â2 [�w1 + (1� �)w2]2
(A46)

Ĥ� =
yw1w2

â1 [�w1 + (1� �)w2]2
(A47)

K̂� = � yw1w2

â2 [�w1 + (1� �)w2]2
(A48)

We use the �rst four derivatives of the above set to show that the determinat of

the Jacobian matrix in this modi�ed anarchic world, bJ , is di¤erent from zero. More

speci�cally, we show that:

det bJ = Ĥw1K̂w2 � Ĥw2K̂w1 > 0 (A49)

Making the appropriate substitutions we obtain:

Ĥw1K̂w2 =
â1 [�w1 + (1� �)w2] [�w1 + 2 (1� �)w2] + (1� �) ayw2

â1 [�w1 + (1� �)w2]2
�

â2 [�w1 + (1� �)w2] [(1� �)w2 + 2�w1] + (1� �) ayw1
â2 [�w1 + (1� �)w2]2

Ĥw2K̂w1 =
(1� �) f�yw1 � â2w2 [�w1 + (1� �)w2]g

â1 [�w1 + (1� �)w2]2
�

� f(1� �) yw2 � â1w1 [�w1 + (1� �)w2]g
â2 [�w1 + (1� �)w2]2

We need to show that Ĥw1K̂w2 > Ĥw2K̂w1. After simpli�cation, it yields:

fâ1 [�w1 + (1� �)w2] [�w1 + 2 (1� �)w2] + (1� �) ayw2g�
fâ2 [�w1 + (1� �)w2] [(1� �)w2 + 2�w1] + (1� �) ayw1g >

(1� �) f�yw1 � â2w2 [�w1 + (1� �)w2]g�
� f(1� �) yw2 � â1w1 [�w1 + (1� �)w2]g

(A50)

Let us �rst consider the �rst term in the lhs and the latter one in the rhs. It is easy

to show that:

fâ1 [�w1 + (1� �)w2] [�w1 + 2 (1� �)w2] + (1� �) ayw2g >
� f(1� �) yw2 � â1w1 [�w1 + (1� �)w2]g
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After simpli�cation it yields:

2â1 [�w1 + (1� �)w2]2 > 0 (A51)

It is easy to prove in the same way that the second term in the lhs is larger than

the �rst term in the rhs of inequality (A50).

We have now all the elements to prove the content of Lemma 3. We �rst check the

sign of the following derivative:

@ŵ1
@�

=
�Ĥ�K̂w2 + Ĥw2K̂�

det bJ < 0 (A52)

Clearly the sign of the derivative depends on the numerator. Making the appropri-

ate substitutions yields:

�Ĥ�K̂w2 = �
�

yw1w2

â1 [�w1 + (1� �)w2]2

� â2 [�w1 + (1� �)w2] [(1� �)w2 + 2�w1] + (1� �) ayw1
â2 [�w1 + (1� �)w2]2

�
Ĥw2K̂� =

(1� �) f�yw1 � â2w2 [�w1 + (1� �)w2]g
â1 [�w1 + (1� �)w2]2

� yw1w2

â2 [�w1 + (1� �)w2]2

Therefore:

�Ĥ�K̂w2 + Ĥw2K̂� < 0

Ĥw2K̂� < Ĥ�K̂w2

We can substitute the corresponding values for each term in the last inequality and,

after simpli�cation, we obtain:

(1� �) f�yw1 � â2w2 [�w1 + (1� �)w2]g (A53)

< â2 [�w1 + (1� �)w2] [(1� �)w2 + 2�w1] + (1� �) ayw1 (35)

The above inequality is always satisi�ed since after easy algebraic manipulation we

obtain:

0 < 2â2 [�w1 + (1� �)w2]2

In the same way we can show:

@ŵ2
@�

=
�K̂�Ĥw1 + Ĥ�K̂w1

det bJ > 0 (A54)
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Again, subtituiting the corresponding values for the terms in the numerator yields:

�K̂�Ĥw1 =

�
yw1w2

â2 [�w1 + (1� �)w2]2

� â1 [�w1 + (1� �)w2] [�w1 + 2 (1� �)w2] + (1� �) ayw2
â1 [�w1 + (1� �)w2]2

�
Ĥ�K̂w1 =

yw1w2

â1 [�w1 + (1� �)w2]2
�
�
�� f(1� �) yw2 � â1w1 [�w1 + (1� �)w2]g

â1 [�w1 + (1� �)w2]2
�

We can show that

�K̂�Ĥw1 > Ĥ�K̂w1

After simpli�cation the latter inequality implies:

â1 [�w1 + (1� �)w2] [�w1 + 2 (1� �)w2] + (1� �) ayw2 (A55)

> � f(1� �) yw2 � â1w1 [�w1 + (1� �)w2]g (36)

Simpli�cation yields:

2â1 [�w1 + (1� �)w2]2 > 0

Proof of Proposition 8

Di¤erentiating the critical discount factors with respect to � yields:

@�1
@�

= �
R (y�� � ŷ1)�  (y�� � ŷ)

�
�@ŝ1
@�
ŷ + ŝ1R

	
(y�� � ŷ1)2

(A56)

@�2
@�

= �
�
@ŝ1
@�
ŷ � (ŝ1 � )R

	
(y�� � ŷ2) + y��1

�
@ŝ2
@�
ŷ � ŝ2R

	
(y�� � ŷ1)2

(A57)

where

R =

�
â1
@ŵ1
@�

+ â2
@ŵ2
@�

�
It is important to note that the two terms in the squares brackets compensate each

other. Therefore R = 0 and equations (A56) and (A57) can be rewritten after an easy

algebraic manipulation as follows:

@�1
@�

= �
 @ŝ1
@�
ŷ (y�� � ŷ)

(y�� � ŷ1)2
(A58)

@�2
@�

=
(1� ) @ŝ1

@�
ŷ (y�� � ŷ)

(y�� � ŷ2)2
(A59)

Therefore, the sign of both derivatives depends on whether @ŝ1
@�
is positive or negative.
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Proof of Lemma 4

In order to prove the content of Lemma 4 we make use of equations (A43) - (A46) and

of the following ones:

Ĥ� =
(a1 � a2) (1� �)w2 (e2 � w2)

�2 [�w1 + (1� �)w2]
(A60)

K̂� =
(a1 � a2)�w1 (e2 � w2)
�2 [�w1 + (1� �)w2]

(A61)

We need to show that:

@ŵ1
@�

=
�Ĥ�K̂w2 + Ĥw2K̂�

det bJ < 0 (A62)

Substituting for the corresponding values in the numeratore yields:

�Ĥ�K̂w2 = �
�
(â1 � â2) (1� �)w2 (e2 � w2)

�2 [�w1 + (1� �)w2]

� â2 [�w1 + (1� �)w2] [(1� �)w2 + 2�w1] + (1� �) ayw1
â2 [�w1 + (1� �)w2]2

�
Ĥw2K̂� = �(1� �) f�yw1 � â2w2 [�w1 + (1� �)w2]g

â1 [�w1 + (1� �)w2]2
� (â1 � â2)�w1 (e2 � w2)

�2 [�w1 + (1� �)w2]

After simpli�cation we obtain:

@w1
@�

= �
1
�
â2 (1� �)w22 + �w1 [â1 (e1 � w1) + â2e2]

	
< 0 (A63)

where


1 =
[�w1 + (1� �)w2] (â1 � â2) (1� �) (e2 � w2)�

â1â2�4 [�w1 + (1� �)w2]3
	
det bJ

As far as country 2 concerns, we have:

@ŵ2
@�

=
�K̂�Ĥw1 + Ĥ�K̂w1

det bJ < 0 (A64)

Following the sama procedure applied above, we obtain:

�K̂�Ĥw1 = �
�
(a1 � a2)�w1 (e2 � w2)
�2 [�w1 + (1� �)w2]

� â1 [�w1 + (1� �)w2] [�w1 + 2 (1� �)w2] + (1� �) ayw2
â1 [�w1 + (1� �)w2]2

�
Ĥ�K̂w1 = �

�
(a1 � a2) (1� �)w2 (e2 � w2)

�2 [�w1 + (1� �)w2]

� � f(1� �) yw2 � â1w1 [�w1 + (1� �)w2]g
â2 [�w1 + (1� �)w2]2

�
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After simpli�cation, we obtain:

@ŵ2
@�

= �
2
�
â1�w

2
1 + (1� �)w2 [â1e1 + â2 (e2 � w2)]

	
where


2 =
(a1 � a2)� (e2 � w2) [�w1 + (1� �)w2]
det bJ �â1â2�4 [�w1 + (1� �)w2]3	
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